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Abstract 
Kowalski, Z.S., Multiple returns under a bounded number of iterations, Theoretical Computer 
Science 123 (1994) 139-144. 
Kowalski (1991) obtained the quantity c(k, I”, a), which satisfies the condition max{m(Anf -“An 
..‘nf-“A): 1 <il < .‘. <i,<k}>c(k, r, a) for any dynamical system (X, g, m,f) and every set 
AE_?~, with m(A)=a. 
Our present purpose is to prove the following theorem: for every ergodic aperiodic endomorphism 
and for every integer k, and for each real a, O<a i 1, such that (k + 1)a is not an integer, there exists 
a set A with m(A)=a fulfilling the equality m(An f-“An .” nf-“A)=c(k, r, a), for any sequence 
1 Ci, < ... <i,<k, r= 1, . . . . k. 
1. Introduction 
Let (X, B’, m) be a probability space and letfbe a measurable, measure preserving 
transformation from X to X, i.e. f- ’ L~?c&I and m(f-‘A)=m(A) for every set A, 
4~9. Such a transformationfis called an endomorphism. Let k 2 1 be an integer. For 
any finite sequence of integers 1 <ii <i, < ... < i,d k and for any set A~93, we 
consider the set Anf-“An ... nf-“A of (ir, . . , &)-returns to the set A. In [4] the 
following estimation was obtained: 
max{m(Anf-ilAn~~~nf-irA): lGi,<i,< ... <i,<k}>c(k,r,m(A)), (1) 
where 
c(k, r, m(A)) = 
CC 
1 ((k+ l)m(A)) 
r+l 
+F((k+ l)m(A)) 
1) 
X 
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Here I (x)=max{n: n<x, IZ is an integer} and F(x)=x- I (x). For our purposes we 
assume that the Newton symbol (T)=O, for mtn. 
Definition 1.1. A set A is (k, a)-homogeneous if m(A)=a and for every sequence 
l<i,<i,< ... <i,<k, 1 dr<k, m(Anf-“An ... nf-“A)=c(k, r, a). 
It turns out that for every number k and every a there exists a dynamical system 
which possesses a (k, a)-homogeneous set. Hence, estimation (1) is the greatest lower 
bound with respect to the class of all dynamical systems. It remains to decide if the 
number c(k, r, a) is the best estimation with respect to the given dynamical system, 
i.e. if 
inf max(m(Anf-“An ... nf-‘*A): l<i,<i,< . . . <i,<k} 
m(A)=o 
= c(k, r, a) 
and if there exists a set A such that 
max(m(Anf-i’An..~nf-irA): l<i,<i,< ... <i,<k} 
=c(k, r, a) and m(A)=u. 
The main results of this paper answer the above questions. 
(2) 
Theorem 1.2. For any aperiodic endomorphism f and for all positive integers k, r, 
l<rdk, andfor each real a, OdaGl, 
inf max{m(AnfeilAn ... nf-“‘A): l<i,< . . . <i,<kj 
m(A)=a 
= c(k, r, a). 
Theorem 1.3. For any ergodic aperiodic endomorphism and for every integer k, 1 d k, 
and for each real a, 0 < a < 1, such that F((k + 1)~) > 0, there exists a (k, a)-homogeneous 
set. 
For F((k + 1)~) = 0 the sufficient and necessary condition for f to satisfy (2) for some 
set A is given. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let us fix numbers r, k and a, and denote by L the quantity I ((k + l)u), and by E the 
quantity F((k + 1)~). Let AE~ and let m(A) = a. Moreover, let us denote by A, the set 
,4x1n(f-1A)x2n ... n(f-k,4)““+1, for XEY, where Y=(O, l}k+‘, Al=,4 and 
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AO=X-A.Denoteby ~theset{x:x~Yand~(j:xj=l)(=i}fori=O,...,k+l.Here 
~{~}Istatesthecardinalityoftheset{~}.Letmi=m(~,,,~A,),i=0,...,k+l.Itcanbe 
shown [4] that 
and 
c(k, r’, u)=min( :I:)-’ iz, (r:l)mi. 
where the minimum is taken under the conditions 
k+l k+l 
(k+l)a= C imi and 1= 1 mi. 
i=l i=O 
The minimum is attained for exactly one point, namely for mi=O, i# L, L+ 1 and 
for mL=l-.s and mLfl=c. 
Conclusion 1. If (2) holds for a set A, then X= ultY,A,u UxtY,+, A,, where 
m(UrEY, A,) = 1 -E and m( u rt r,+ I Ax) = E. Consequently, 
m{x: I(x,f(x), . . ..fk(x)}nA IE{L, Ls l}} = 1. 
The above conclusion allows us to construct the dynamical system (Z, p, g), which 
possesses a (k, a)-homogeneous set in the following way. Let Z = Y,u Y,, 1, 
Ax) = 
i 
(~-E)IY~I-~ if xcYy,, 
El Y,+,l-’ if x~Y~+i 
and g(X)i=Xi-1 for i>l and g(x)i=xk+i. Then the set B=(x: XEZ and x1= 13 is 
(k, a)-homogeneous. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The main idea lies in the (0, 1) coding of levels of some 
pair of Rohlin towers in X, for which we use the transformation g and elements of the 
sets K., Y,+,. q 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.3. 
Let c=F((k+ l)a)>O. We define the following Markovian system. The set 
Z= YLu YL+ 1 with the measure as described in Section 1 is the space of states. We 
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define the transition probabilities between elements of the set 2 in the underlying 
manner. If XE YL and x k+1=1orx~YL+1andx,+,=O,thenx~-tg(x),i.e.xgoestog(x) 
with probability 1. If XEY~ and xk+i=O, then x&g(x) and xagl(x), where 
g1(X)i=Xi_1 for i>l and gl(x),=l. If XEY,_+~ and xk+l=l, then x--%g(x) and 
xf,go(x), where go(x)i=xi_l for i> 1 and 90(x)1=0. 
The numbers pi, i= 1, . ...4, satisfy the following equalities: p1 +pz = 1, p3 +p4= 1, 
((1 -&)/I Y,l)p, +(&/I Y,,, I)p,=(l -&)/I Y,l. These quantities determine the Marko- 
vian system (Z”, 11, a), where C denotes the set of integers. 
Lemma 3.1. The dynamical system (Z’, ,ii, a) is mixing. 
Proof. It is enough to show that there exists a number n such that for every pair 
x, FEZ there exists a transition from x to y after II steps with positive probability 
(it will be denoted by x-;;ty). Obviously x- x. 
k+l 
Let us assume that x # y. Moreover, let i be the smallest integer such that xi #yi. 
For xi= 1 and yi=O we have to consider two subcases: 
(i) If xE Y, then, for some j, xj=O and yj= 1. Then z=g’-’ gOgj-i-lglgk+l-j(x) 
satisfies zi = 0, zj = 1 and z, = x, for m # i, j. 
(ii) If XEY~+~ then z=gi-‘gogk+l-i(x) satisfies Zi=O and 2,=x, for m#i. 
In both subcases x +z, and the smallest integer iI, such that zi, #yi,, is greater 
k+l 
than i. 
Using similar reasoning we obtain the same conclusion for the case Xi = 0 and yi = 1. 
It therefore follows that, for any x, FEZ, x 7 y, where n=(k+ 1)2. Cl 
Lemma 3.2. Let l?={xeZC: XOeB}. Then a’B=g’B, for i=O, . . ..k. 
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction. The case i =0 is obvious. Applying the 
induction assumption for i, i< k, we obtain a’B= (XEZ’: (Xo)i+ 1 = l}. 
Let Bi= (~~25: x~+I= l> =giB. In order to prove the thesis we show that BiL gBi. 
Denoteby Yitheset (x:x~Y~,x,+~=j},andby Yi,, theset {x:x~Y~+~,x~+~=j), 
for j=O, 1. 
By the definition of transitions between elements of 2, we have x Agx when 
xEY;uY;+, and, therefore, Bin(Y~uY~+,)~g(Bir\(Y~nY~+,)). 
There is a l-l dependence between the sets Yi and Yi+l, namely 
Y$lx=( . ..O)+( . . . l)=y,EY;+l. 
If XE Yi, then x --% gx and y, p* gx. Simultaneously, y, A gy, and x -% gy,. 
Hence, by the definition of pi, i= 1, . . . . 4, we have {x, yX} 5 {gx, gyX}, Therefore, 
Bin(Y~uY~+l)-ttg(Bin(Y~uY~+,)). 0 
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Conclusion 2. The set B= {XEZ’: xo~B} is (k, a)-homogeneous. 
Additionally, we obtain the following remark. 
Remark 3.3. The one-sided Markovian shift (Z”, ,& a) is mixing and the set 
B = {XeZN: Xi EB} is (k, a)-homogeneous. 
Now we can proceed to prove Theorem 1.3. 
After calculation of the entropy of the dynamical system (Z’, ,& G), we get 
By the definition of numbers pi, i = 1, . . . , 4, we get inf{h(a): p1 +pz = l} =O. Letfbe an 
ergodic endomorphism of positive entropy. We take numbers pi, i = 1, . . . ,4, such that 
h(a)<h(f). Assume that f is an invertible transformation. The automorphism 0 is 
a Bernoulli transformation as a mixing Markovian transformation [S] and hence, by 
[7], c is a factor off: Iffis noninvertible, then by the result of Propp [6], the one-sided 
mixing Markov tranformation 0 is a factor off: The above consideration together 
with Conclusion 2 and Remark 3.3 give the thesis of our theorem for the case h(f) > 0. 
Now, let h(f)=O. Then h(f)th(a) and, by Theorem 1.1 in Cl], there exists 
a measurable partition t = { Ei)i,z such that 
m(Ei,nf-‘Ei,n “’ nf-kEi,)=~(Aj~~,.,,ix) for all (io, . . . ,ik)EZk+l. (3) 
Here Al0 ,.. i, = {XEZ’: X,, = iO, . . , Xk = ik}. By property (3) and Lemma 3.2, the set 
A = u isB Ei is (k, a)-homogeneous. q 
4. The case &=F((k+ l)a)=O 
It is possible to define a g-invariant measure p on the set YL such that 
max{~(Bng-ilBn ... ng-‘rB): l<i,<i,< ... <i,<k} 
=c(k,r,u),whereB={x:x~Y,and~~=l}. 
For example, p(x)= l/l YLl for XE Y,. 
(4) 
Theorem 4.1. Let F((k + 1)a) =O. A dynamical system (X, m,f) satisfies (2)for some set 
A ifs the system ( YL, p, g - ‘) is a factor of (X, m,f) and equality (4) holds. 
Proof. If a set A satisfies (2) then, by Conclusion 1, X = UYt yL A,. Hence,f- ’ A,, = by 
for every ye YL. 
We define the factor transformation cp:X+ YL and the measure p by the formulas 
cp(x)=y iff XEA,, p (y) = m(Ay). 0 
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Conclusion 3. If F((k+ l)a)=O, then there does not exist a totally ergodic endomor- 
phismfsuch that (2) holds for some set A. Moreover, if k is a prime number and k > 1, 
then the aboe statement is true even in the case of ergodic endomorphism. 
5. Applications of inequality (1) 
We now deal with some applications of inequality (1). 
(1) Let AEL#, m(A)>O, and let r be an integer, r 2 1. Moreover, let k=Z (r/m(A)). 
Then there exists a sequence 1 dir <i, < ... <i,<k such that m(Anf-“An ... n 
f-irA)>O. 
The above observation can also be obtained from Kac’s result [2]. 
(2) The function c(k, r, a) satisfies the inequality c(k, r, a)<~‘~‘, which is a conse- 
quence of the application of inequality (1) to Bernoulli shifts. By using the Stirling 
formula, we get limk,, c(k, r, a)=~‘~‘. 
Let us fix numbers r and a. Then for every real 6 > 0 there exists an integer k such 
that for any set A with measure a, 
m(Anf-“An ... nfeirA)>[m(A)]‘+’ -6 
for some sequence 1 dil <i, < ... <i,d k. 
This result is complementary to Khintchine’s recurrence theorem [3]. 
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